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EDITORIAL
“TO BE BORN”
ERASE ALL BORDERS
– THE NATIONAL
ISSUE

THE BLOOD-SPLATTERED
BANNER
“Everything should
be made as simple
as possible, but no
simpler.”

Foreword To The Flemish Fascista - The
word nationalism can be broken down
into two pieces. The first part is ‘national’, which derives from the Latin
nasci or birth - of which natio is the
past tense (c.q. To be born). As such, it
refers primarily to the place where one
was born and the race one is a part of.
The suffix -ism has a variety of uses
and meanings but in this particular
case it implies a doctrine or philosophy. An ism is a mindset in which the
elements that make up a person’s reality are attributed meaning based on
how they pertain to whatever aspect of
reality the ism in question deals with;
in the case of nationalism, the particular aspect becomes whichever part of
the planet your mom was in when you
exited through her birth canal. It is a
mechanism that allows humans to reduce the complexity of their everyday
reality by flattening the playing field
and focussing on one aspect of that reality. Every ism is another permutation
of mankind’s physiological predisposition (read: neurotic compulsion) to
somehow make sense out of the seemingly senseless reality that is presented. It becomes a viewfinder through
which a person frames the world and
assigns meaning based on whichever
factor weighs the heaviest in their particular doctrine of choice. In the case of
nationalism, otherwise intelligent and
rational people bend their logic based
on where somebody drew an invisible
line in the sand at some point in time
and then declared that from then on,
the people on both sides of those lines
where somehow even more different
from each other than normal human
individuals already are. It is but one of
many tricks used by humans who are
either unwilling or incapable of dealing with the actual complexity of their
reality and instead choose to dumb it
down to a level that is acceptable to
them. The human purpose is to form
an understanding of your surrounding
and apply that understanding to your
personal situation. Nationalism allows
a person to only have to understand
what happens inside a certain geographic area and not concern themselves with whatever may take place
outside of it.

that remains divided based on ethnicity and nationality.

It is reactionary
conservatism at
its most simpleminded; everything
was better before
when the world
was small

When King Louis-Philippe came to power in the July Revolution of 1830 in France, Charles Maurice
De Talleyrand-Périgord agreed to become ambassador to the United Kingdom. In this role he
proposed a partition plan for the newly independent Belgium.
Those he served often distrusted Talleyrand but, like Napoleon, found him extremely useful. The
name "Talleyrand" has become a byword for crafty, cynical diplomacy.

the course of our known history but
somehow it feels like such a list would
miss the point. If you want inspiring tales of national heroes who rose
bravely against unlikely villains or perhaps tragic martyrs who died for their
countries then you should be watching
Braveheart or the History Channel. The
truth is that the very idea of a country
is an illusion that is only holding up
because everybody is agreeing with
it. There are no lines in the sand except for the ones that we have made
up, although admittedly those imaginary lines have some very real consequences. But the lines are also blurry;
the customs booth does not stand on
holy ground. The Roman emperors
would laugh at the petty squabbling
of small-town Flemish nationalists if
they hadn’t been dead from patricide
for the past 2,000 years. Nations come
and go.

o
say
can you
see?

NOT SO F.A.Q.

HOW UNITED IS YOUR NATION?
ARE YOU A MOROCCAN OR A
MOROCCAN’T?
HOW MANY ILLEGAL
IMMIGRANTS DOES IT TAKE TO
REMODEL A COUNTRY?
HOW LONG WILL YOU BE
STAYING?
WHO WILL LEGALIZE THE
ALIENS?
DO YOU KNOW THE WORDS TO
YOUR NATIONAL ANTHEM?
WHICH QUEEN WILL GOD SAVE?
WHAT LANGUAGE DOES MONEY
TALK?
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF
YOUR TRIP?
DID THEY TAKE YER JERB?
WHOSE FLAG ARE YOU
WAVING?
WHAT IS THIS COUNTRY DOING
FOR THE DOOMED?
O SAY CAN YOU SEE?

Albert Einstein

The primary symbol of nationality is of
course the flag – the national banner
that waves proudly as an icon of generic
values across the board. The colors
of the flag represent whatever values
are deemed to correspond with the
local culture: red is for courage/blood,
blue and yellow are for justice but can
also indicate prosperity and wealth,
black is for military success, white is
for peace, you get the generic picture.
Note that these perceived values are
not inherent to the flag itself but rather
depend on whoever is raising/waving/
burning/defiling it. This is because the
concept of a flag – by its very nature –
is supposed to be divisive: flags were
first used on the battlefield so that
soldiers (read: peasants with pickaxes
and no military training whatsoever)
would be able to identify each other
and thus not kill each other off in a
blind panic. Remember, this is in the
Olden Days before military uniforms
(bar a few Roman, Greek and Spanish
attempts in the Even More Olden
Days) where – in the heat of battle – it
wouldn’t always be clear which sheepfarmer was fighting alongside you and
which one was trying to perforate your
vital organs with a rusty pitchfork.
So yes, flags were originally devised
to bring people together – but it was
mainly for the purpose of killing other
people.

It may be
illegal to call your
flag an asshole –
seek legal counsel
before taking
further action.

So if you think that your nationality
defines who you are, you may be absolutely right: that very thought might
just define you as the kind of idiot who
would actually believe that a combination of geographical coordinates
juxtaposed with some random point
in time (show me Persia on a map)
makes them somehow more alike or
unlike some other poor soul who happens to share this barely post-symian
planet with them. An embryonic underdeveloped personality that hopes
to make up for its lack of distinguishing personal characteristics by adopting some perceived national identity
- like socio-cultural Silly Putty rubbed
off onto a empty human vessel that is
somehow devoid of original thought
and emotion. A word to the Flemish nationalist: before 1830, you weren’t the
better employed economically superior part of a sovereign nation, instead
you were basically the backwoods of
Holland: a shit-caked region filled predominantly by illiterate farmers best
known for their moonshine and rampant zoophilia. Crawl out from under
your church towers and get a sense of
perspective.*

If you are reading this in a building
that is structurally intact and not cut
off from either the power grid or a
potable water source, you are lucky
and economically insulated enough to
be living in relative peace and safety.
You are not likely to have seen firsthand any of the blood that has seeped
into your nation’s soil. However, flags
remain very fresh links to a not so very
distant but extremely brutal past. That
explains not only why different people
hold different feelings when it comes
to certain flags but also why the concept of flag desecration is not only
a commonly used form of social and
political protest, it is also illegal in
more countries than you would probably think. So, for those eager to make a
political statement but unclear on what
legally qualifies as desecration of the
flag, here is a quick overview: burning,
urinating/defecating on it, defacing it
with slogans, daubing it with excrement (note that daubing is the specific
term used here, which is odd to say the
least; excrement (i.e. shit) is usually
flung, not artfully dabbed with a size
4 paint brush), stepping or spitting
on it, stoning it, shooting/stabbing it,
dragging it in the ground or hurling insults at it. You read that right. It may be
illegal to call your flag an asshole –
seek legal counsel before taking further action.

* Are you Belgian and offended? Be sure to
read on! More insults to the Belgian concept
can be found in the sidestory where the idea
of a “Belgian identity” is negated at the very
core!

This image made around 1917 by Harry R. Hopps was used to rally young men to enlist. While
England and France were seen as civilised, Germany was shown as a “mad brute”. In this poster
a giant, drooling gorilla weilding the club of German kultur and carrying the half-naked body of a
woman. As a result of propaganda like this, German Americans faced persecution during the war.

Artists Mischa Leinkauf and Mattias Wermke replaced the American flags, following U.S. Flag Code, onto the 131-year-old Brooklyn Bridge towers with hand-sewn “White American Flags” early on July 22 2014 as a celebration of public
art in “the global center of creativity”. They switched the flags early on July 22 to commemorate the 145th anniversary of German-born Brooklyn Bridge architect John August Roebling’s death. The intervention was followed by a serious
investigation by the NYPD and counter terrorism units as well as a huge media discussion. Among other things, the incident suggests an abiding cultural gap even in this era of globalization.

GET FREE OR DIE TRYING – THE LOGISTICS OF
ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION

make up only a tiny part of the expenses. Most of the money is spent buying
the law.” On their way to the american
border, passing through Guatemala
and Mexico, everybody has to be
bribed: police officers, border guards
and other contacts, providing food and
shelter. Just imagine Marlon’s phonebook. “Of course we need to encode
our communication. For example: if I
speak to a boarder guard in Guatemala
and I have a truck with 50 people approaching the frontier, I call him to say
that 50 boxes of tomatoes will arrive
soon. One box of tomatoes equals one
person. It usually works quite well, but
sometimes it doesn’t. Depending on
my success of buying the law, one trip
can take up to two or three months.”

So this is where my ideas take me:
Crawling on a floor in a weirdly posh
furnitured home in San Salvador,
El Salvador, looking for a place to hide.
Marlon is jumping to the window, closing the heavy metal platters to avoid
the bullets flying around outside.
“They are not after us, don’t worry. It
will be over in a second”, he whispers.
For some reason he seems to be smiling. But he is right, they are not after
us. The outside mayhem was induced
by some gang members trying to steal
a truck. Bad luck for them, that local
police was right around the corner.
Bad luck for them, part II: Salvadorean police does own impressive machine guns - the shoot out ends after
two minutes. “Welcome to El Salvador,
my friend. You have just witnessed one
of the main reasons why people desperately want to leave this country”.
Marlon opens the window to check if
his new and fancy white pick up took
some damage. “Anyone up a coffee?”

“Most of the
money is spent
buying the law.”

Marlon is working alone, everything
else would be too dangerous. He owns
three cellphones with several SIMcards he constantly changes, so that
he can’t be tracked by authorities,
gang bangers reaching out for his business or angry family members, who
want to complain about some stuff going on during that trip. And there’s a
lot of ‘stuff’ going on. Each of his cellphones is constantly ringing while we
are talking - he doesn’t answer one
call. “Sometimes I just can’t handle
all the pressure. Sometimes I need to
take a small break, event if it’s only a
30 minute break.” He pours in more
coffee. He looks tired.

“In a regular
month more than
4000 people are
on the way to the
States. It is a sad
story, a social
desaster but it’s
also the fundament
of my work.”

El Salvador is a small country that you
probably never heard of before, unless
you have a gang fetish or you are collecting travel points for the most awkward locations of the world. Located
on the pacific coast of Latin America,
next to Nicaragua and Guatamela,
El Salvador holds a six million strong
population, still trying to recover the
side effects of a brutal civil war, which
ended almost twenty years ago. Some
say, that the civil war never ended and
that it was replaced by the gang war
between the rivaling Maras 18 and
Salvatrucha. According to official statistics this nationwide war claims more
than 300 casualties a month. And we
all know that official statistics never
tell the full story. That makes El Salva-

Meet Marlon, a coyote who's job it is to arrange for transportation and logistics for those who hope to cross the border with the United States
of America and immigrate illegally to to land of the free.

dor one of the most violent countries
of the world to live in. And of course,
there’s poverty. So if you ask people
why they want to leave this country,
these are the main answers for most
of the two million salvadorenos already living abroad. And this is where
Marlon comes into play.
Marlon, 37 years of age, is a coyote.
His job is to provide all the transport
logistics for people to leave this country and to immigrate illegally to the
land of the free, the United States Of

America. “Picture this: In a regular
month more than 4000 people are on
the way to the States. That’s an incredible number. It is a sad story, a social
desaster but it’s also the fundament
of my work.” He pours some more
coffee into his cup, puts his own gun
onto the table, grabbing some tortilla. “Usually it goes a little something
like this: I do have several trucks and
drivers at my disposal. Each month I
provide two or three tours, each tour
containing 50 to 250 people. They are
all stacked into one truck. Just imag-

ine the heat and the smell inside this
thing.” Sometimes the refugees have
to stay inside the truck for more than
32 hours, without food, water or sunlight. But if you’re life is a living hell
already, a truck with 250 people won’t
change your mind. Each refugee paid
something between 7000 and 10000
dollars. Prices are negotiable. Somehow.
“It is expensive, yes. But remember: I
have to cover all the costs of the trip.
Gasoline, drivers and accomodation

The worst part of the job? “Mexico! Rio
Grande! You know why? Because of the
drug cartels. They own the border. No
man is crossing the Rio Grande without
their permission.” Permission means
money plus accuracy. Marlon has to
announce and pay the exact numbers
of travellers in advance. If he commits
an error here, the entire group will
be liquidated by the mexican cartel.
No witnesses allowed. Sounds cruel?
Well, Marlon is used to it.
He fought in the civil war as an eightyear old. He pulls out his wallet. Inside
a photo of him during a combat. The
gun is way bigger than himself. “I don’t
know how many peope I have killed. I
stopped counting. I’ve experienced
the terror of the war. Now I want to
make things better for the poor people
of El Salvador.” He went off to the US,
got stuck at the mexican border and

THE TOWER OF BABBLE:
UNITED IN ISOLATION

On an individual level, nationalism is
the partial outsourcing of identity –
rather than going through the arduous
and testing process of developing a
genuine original personality for himself, the human will instead adopt the
personality trademarks that are associated with the first grasped-at straw
at hand, namely his nationality. Over
the course of history, this mechanism
has resulted in a global society that
is united only in the way it is divided
and whose longest-running tradition is
that of war. The root of this phenomenon lies at the micro-level of human
behavior and interaction, more precisely the fear of being alone. We want
to believe that flags unite us and bring
us together in things bigger than ourselves because the majority of us is
terrified of how small and tiny and useless we think we are by ourselves. Selfawareness and abstract thought were
two amazing new features introduced
into the homo sapiens model, and it’s
needless to say that there were bound
to be some bugs on an existential
level. All you have to do is pull that
basic metaphysical fear through a
200,000 year long matrix of pure undiluted chaos* and you end up where
we are right now: a globalized society

got to know some coyotes who introduced him to their art of business. A
business that helped him build a fishing farm which he wants to strengthen
in the future. A business that helped
him send his kids to elite colleges in
the United States. A business that
made him a drive a fancy 4x4-Pickup
with flatscreens all over the interior.
“But still I am considered a criminal
over here. Police is looking for me. But
I am not responsible for the reasons
that make people want to leave. It’s
the politics of this country, not me. I
am the wrong person to hunt!”
Villain? Saint? You’ll decide. Nevertheless it seems a little out of place
to feel sympathy for this man. It’s no
secret for those that start the trip that
the drop out rate is at least 50%. Drop
out rate either means being caught by
authorities and deported on their own
costs, or it means death. “From a group
of ten people, five make it across the
border”, Marlon says, shrugging his
shoulders. “My job is to reduce risks. I
can’t eliminate them entirely.” Most of
the deaths occur in the mexican desert, the last stage of the trip, where the
refugees have to walk up to 50 kilometers at night. Alone. No alimentation
included. “Most of them die because
of heart attacks. If they die, they are
left behind. The group is bigger than
the individual. They have to carry on.”
For those who make it to the United
States reality looks like this: they
work predominantly in fast food chain
kitchens, laundrys or in construction,
not even closely being paid minimum
wages. They live an undercover life,
always in fear of getting caught and
deported by federal authorities. Those
who don’t have a family member in the
states live in abandoned houses, away
from every form of social interaction.
Still: the money they earn is way better
than any job perspective El Salvador
would have to offer for them. And
even more: the money the earn is
partly sent back to the families back in
El Salvador. The amount of the so
called “remesas”, almost 4 billion dollars in the year 2013, surpasses the
nation’s anual GDP by far. From an
economical perspective, El Salvador
depends highly on the process of imigration, and on people like Marlon.
“I want to continue my work for, let’s
say two or three years from now on.
By then i should be able to establish
my fishing farm as my core business.
I want to break the circle by giving salvadoreans a job in their country.” If he
gets caught in the meantime the verdict for assisting in illegal immigration
is 10 years in prison. At least.

Socially speaking, nationalism is the
political equivalent of closing your
eyes and covering your ears with your
hands and hoping that everything and
everybody else just goes away. It is
symptomatic of the human inability
or unwillingness to understand the increasingly globalized society around
us; not every caveman is equally
curious to find out what lies beyond
the mountain, so to speak. It is reactionary conservatism at its most simple-minded; everything was better before when the world was small, so let’s
close our curtains and our borders
and pretend that the Earth is flat and
as far as you should be concerned, it
ends at the little creek behind old man
Barnes’ wheat field. Who would have
thought that in 2015 (approximately
125,000 years after early humans controlled the use of fire) we would still be
huddled around our campfires pretending that there’s nothing out there
we need to be scared of.

GOD BLESS “INSERT
COUNTRY OF CHOICE”

When talking about nationalism, it’s
impossible to neglect the concept
of patriotism; that sense of national
pride that makes wherever you are
from just that tad better than anyplace
else. What nationalists eagerly dub
patriotism is usually nothing more
than a device that allows people who
really haven’t done anything noteworthy in their entire life to blatantly take
unmerited credit for other people’s
achievements. Put locally: Belgians
might make some of the best beers in
the world but unless you are actually
brewing the stuff yourself, you don’t
really have any right to brag about it so
it would be best if you would just shut
up and finished your drink. You really
shouldn’t be talking at all, lest you
actually invented the steam engine or
mastered the art of bread-baking or
single-handedly ended a continentwide war. There is no residual credit in
being the genetic descendant of somebody who did something worthwhile
any given number of years before you,
regardless of whether or not you pretend there is.

Most of the time however, patriotism
is nothing more than a device used
by powerful men to put the screws to
those who can not defend themselves.
After all the waving of flags and giving of speeches, it usually boils down
to a few dozen/hundreds/thousands
families being pulled out of their
homes and butchered for no apparent reason; most of the time it comes
down to some emperor, prince, regent,
duke, shah, king, president or a willing
coalition of any of the aforementioned
douchebags wanting to have more
money/power/territory/resources and
feeling entitled to take it from somebody else. Most of the times, that
somebody else will have a slightly different ethnicity than the first group,
instantly rendering him into a gypsy
foreigner and therefore alien enough
to bear the brunt of the domestic majority’s outrage.

The truth is that
the very idea of a
country is an
illusion that is
only holding up
because everybody
is agreeing with it.

You can ask anybody from Kurdistan,
Palestine, The Basque homeland,
Kosovo, Korea, Armenia or any other
country that is deemed non-existent
by another country about their personal experiences. Ask a South-Ossetian
and a senior citizen from Belfast about
the pro’s and cons of nationalism;
maybe check with an Israeli colonist to
see he has a sense of irony.

JUS SANGUINIS:
ORPHANS OF THE STATE

Statelessness is a condition in which
an individual has no nationality, which
means that no laws or rights apply
to them. The UN department responsible for keeping tabs on individuals
and groups in this condition estimates that there are around 12 million people with no recognized nationality worldwide. Famous examples
include nobody, except for maybe that
Iranian guy who lived at Paris CDG
Airport for more than 17 years, inspiring Tom Hanks and Steven Spielberg
into buying the rights to his story and
then making the movie Terminal without ever mentioning the man’s name
once while simultaneously changing
the main character’s nationality into
something vaguely Caucasian thereby
making it easier for the average AngloSaxon audience to identify with his
struggle. Mehran Karimi Nasseri, in
case you were wondering.

The irony is that
when it comes to
being alone, we’re
all in it together
and that is
becoming
increasingly clear
as the world gets
smaller.

The reality of things is that the very
idea of a nation is nothing more than
the result of human fear; the fear of being alone and the desire to be a part of
something bigger – strength through
numbers. It’s a cosmetic solution to
an existential problem that stands at
the very core of the human condition.
Nationalism is a consensus of the
weak; at some point all of us might feel
like we are alone in this universe but it
takes a special kind of coward to think
that if we all hide behind the same flag,
we won’t be lonely anymore. Or that it
will somehow make a difference. The
irony is that when it comes to being
alone, we’re all in it together and
that is becoming increasingly clear
as the world gets smaller. If television opened our window to the world
then the internet kicked the front
door in and dumped the assorted insanity of human reality right into our
living rooms. So you can be forgiven
for seeking the comfort of the group;
the risk is that if your choice is motivated by something as trivial as
a national border, you will only be
compounding the problem further.
* c.q. chaos being order too complex to
grasp

WE CAN’T ALL JUST GET
ALONG

CODA: Our society did not grow
from top to bottom; if there is such a
thing as a national culture then it can
reasonably be stated that such a
culture would have grown from the
micro-dynamics of individual human
interaction and the chaos that is the
reality which surrounds and compounds it – instead of the other way
around. Nationalism is but one of
many mechanisms used by the human
mind to deal with the complexity of
their everyday life. It works by focussing on the perceived differences in
macro human behavior and ignoring
the micro-dynamics that lead up to
those differences. If we agree that all
human life is of equal value then we
must also attach equal value to the circumstances that define people’s lives.

THE BELGIAN
ILLUSION:
THE BITCHIEST
OF ALL THE
GAULS

IN MEMORY OF CHARLES MAURICE DE
TALLEYRAND-PÉRIGORD
A DMZ or demilitarized zone is an
area in which treaties or agreements
between nations, military powers or
contending groups forbid military installations, activities or personnel.
Examples of said Zones include such
world-famous non-attractions like
Antarctica, The Kuwait-Iraq border, the
Sinai Peninsula and the roughly 4-km
wide, 250-km long strip of barren,
landmine-ridden land that separates
North and South Korea. However,
these Zones are all relatively young
and as such can barely hold a candle
to a DMZ that has been around for so
long, it had it’s very own flag, national
anthem and monarchy. Welcome to
Belgium!

Even back then
Belgium was
considered by
some to be nothing
more than a
buffer state, a
demilitarized zone
avant la lettre – a
wad of territorial
padding for
Europe’s war-torn
mainland.

Belgium was basically created by
Europe’s major powers in 1830 to
make sure the Dutch, the French and
the Germans would all stop fighting
over the same strip of land and making
it a part of their newly formed empire
every 10 years. Remember, this was a
time not of committees and elections
and European Unions but of Kaisers
and Napoleons, each one of them
more blindly ambitious and drunk with

See, we can go into a big long list of
national conflicts that details which
people fought which other people over

Einstein said
that nationalism
was the measles
of mankind;
apparently, two
World Wars are not
enough vaccination
against the
disease.

Meet Bart De Wever a.k.a. the man who single-handedly brought back the art of flag waving in the Flanders region like it were 1302. He played
a prominent role in the 2007 Belgian government formation and presided over his party’s victory in the 2010 federal elections when the
separatist New Flemish Alliance (N-VA) became the largest party in both Flanders and in Belgium as a whole. Their ultimate goal? To separate
the Flemisch speaking part of Belgium from the French speaking part. Why? Because of pride and personal gain. The tools he loves most to
accomplish this goal is fear mongering, spreading a false sence of pride and patriotism in combination with populist phrasing.

power than the next. Kings all over
Europe were treating territorial maps
like coloring books, making up their
own nations and their new borders as
they went along on their gold-plated
chariots. Long story made a bit shorter, after the Dutch kicked some French
ass in 1815, they in turn became the
latest ones to annex the Belgians,
those “bravest of all the Gauls.” For
about a decade, the Dutch king William
I treats his newly conquered backyard
and most of the people in it like absolute manure: taxes are up, morale is
down and civil unrest is growing by the
day. Uppity Protestants are making fun
of rural Catholics, the French-speaking
working class is being economically
starved and the mustache-twirling
dandy’s in Amsterdam think they’re so
much cooler than everybody else.

So inevitably, on August 25th of 1830,
the insurgent shit hits the fan and
the Belgian Revolution breaks out in
Brussels under almost Shakespearian
circumstances: after a performance
of the romantic nationalist opera ‘The
Mute Girl Of Portici’, riots erupt in the
city (riots which, it somehow seems
worth mentioning, immediately spill
over into looting) and the Dutch flag is
torn from the roof of city hall. However,
nobody seems to be quite sure of what
is supposed to happen next – some
guy decides to raise a French flag but
he is quickly flogged and told to find
something else. The next best thing
is a yellow-red-black rag that is put
together in a local textile workshop;
the color scheme is a reference to the
“Brabant Revolution” which took place
a few years earlier (forget about keeping track of all the Revolutions that
“shook” the European mainland in
centuries past, national and international power struggles have traditionally been Europe’s favorite pastime up
until 1945). The Dutch King William is
not amused at the revolt in his Southern provinces and sends all of 8,000
men to Brussels to restore law & order.
However, the Dutch army is defeated
by the revolutionaries and a cry for
some sort of national independence
starts to rise up, mainly because the

population is sick and tired of constantly being annexed by the next king
or Kaiser. Even on an international level, the demand for regional stability is
growing; the European mainland has
become a perpetual battlefield and all
the violent bloodshed and territorial
rejigging just isn’t good for business.

BELGIUM’S NEXT TOP
MONARCH
So what to do with the roguish Belgians? At the London Conference of
1830 it was decided by the powers that
were that the much-disputed territory
would from then on be an independent
country with an actual government and
its very own monarchy. In order to keep
all parties involved from being tempted to further invade their neighbors
and make off with a new province or
two, it was agreed upon that in the interest of the greater good, the vaguely
triangular patch in between the three
aforementioned superpowers would
henceforth be known as Belgium, a
proper real actual totally not made-up
for practical reasons sovereign nation.
However, this was not the only plan on
the diplomatic table: the French proposed the Talleyrand partition plan,
which would have divided the country
up mainly along the language lines.
More than 150 years later, the irony
of that plan and its ultimate rejection
seem oddly palpable in light of current
separatist notions. Even back then
Belgium was considered by some to
be nothing more than a buffer state,
a demilitarized zone avant la lettre – a
wad of territorial padding for Europe’s
war-torn mainland. Its coming into existence was not defined by its own citizens; instead, its very independence
was something that had been granted
by a greater political power - more as a
strategic measure than anything else.
To give the whole thing a cosmetic
shred of credibility, it was then decided that the freshly founded country
should probably have a king. But for
lack of any actual local royalty (pigfarmers, remember), where to find
one? The newly formed Belgian Congress held a vote and decided that
the unique honor would be offered
to Prince Louis of Orleans, son of the
French king Louis-Philippe. However,
the king decides that in light of international relations it’s probably not in
his family’s best interest to have his
son sitting on the throne of a freshly
formed pseudo-state that was last annexed by his own family not 40 years
ago. So, the Belgians had their advances rebuffed. They offered a man
the throne and had it thrown back at
them. This raises a few questions,
such as “How shitty must a place be
before a man will politely decline to
be the king of it?” and “Did this royal
rejection cause the Belgians to feel
scorned and humiliated and if so, was
the experience bad enough to traumatize them?”. But more importantly, if
Louis would not be King, who would?
Leopold I (full name Leopold Georges
Christian Friedrich of Saxen-Coburg)
was born on the 16th of December in
the beautiful year of 1790, in the Ehrenburg Palace of Saxon-Coburg – a beautiful castle that stands 617 kilometers
from the Royal Palace in Brussels,
twice as long as the distance between
Ostend and Arlon which is about as far
as you can drive in Belgium. He spent
his early days learning how to go potty
like a big boy before becoming a colonel of the Izmaylovsky Guard Regiment
at the advanced age of 5 years old and
moving on to reaching the rank of major general at 12 before politely declining to join Napoleon’s army and then
campaigning against the diminutive
French Emperor as part of the Imperial
Russian Cavalry before his 21st birthday. Ah yes, a typical Belgian if ever
there was one.

So until the day
of Enlightenment
comes, you pig
farmers are
better off holing
up in your church
towers with a pair
of binoculars and a
pitchfork.
So history shows us that in spite of all
the treaty-signing and banner-waving,
there is no such thing as the Belgian
nation. Sure, there is a slab of sovereign territory that has a government
and a postal service but that’s a far
stretch from national unity. Belgium
is a test; it is a test of whether or not
modern, civilized people who have
had history lessons in high school can
get along with each other and retain
a constructive outlook on the present
and the future without resorting to
divisive rhetoric as soon as the economy hits a slump. So far, we are not
exactly acing the exam. Einstein said
that nationalism was the measles of
mankind; apparently, two World Wars
are not enough vaccination against the
disease. So until the day of Enlightenment comes, you pig farmers are better off holing up in your church towers
with a pair of binoculars and a pitchfork. It’s a strange world out there.

